
 
 

 

Who's a registered Helping Brainz member? What's the difference between a registered Helping Brainz 

member and a volunteer! 

 

A registered Helping Brainz member also called A Social Development Consultant [according to Helping Brainz 

dictionary] would be a part of the decision making process in Helping Brainz, s/he would be part of the internal 

discussions/communications which Helping Brainz hold in while discussing about a case study or a report 

which would be reported by other consultants. S/he should participate in all group meetings happening online 

or offline [if they belong to Delhi NCR). A registered member would be provided with all training programmes 

and communications happening in the family via WhatsApp, Facebook, Gallery and Helping Brainz emails. 

Helping Brainz social development consultants would be awarded with a Helping Brainz email address, a 

permanent membership, a tee shirt and an Id Card (which s/he should wear during all the events), plus a 

Certificate of Social Work or Certificate of Social Development after 1 year from Helping Brainz and from a 

Helping Brainz collaborated NGO. If you being a Social Development Consultant get aligned with a project 

working for a cause,  Helping Brainz would advise you to pursue an year PGD specializing from Madurai 

Kamraj University or IGNOU (cost Rs.5000 + tax). 

 

A lifetime registration fees = 500 (including tax and joining fees). 

When you join us a Registered Member you become inducted as a social development consultant, within a 

span of one month you would be requested to choose a cause/project wherein you need to work. 

 

Who's a volunteer? 

 

Volunteer volunteers for an event however he won't be considered as a member.  

 

What to do after selecting a cause? 

Select a cause, conduct an audit, followed by a root cause analysis and a gap analysis, prepare a case study, 

submit it to Helping Brainz for further discussions, and then establish a best suitable way to help the needy. 


